
mining vehicles
Apply neat as received from the Distributor either by Low Volume Low Pressure Spray 
or Hydro Foamer system and leave in contact with surface for 5-10 Minutes. 

Assist the process with Manual scrubbing if necessary and rinse with high pressure 
water (preferably hot for best results) Exit Grease can be used neat for stubborn 
applications or diluted for light dust and grime applications refer to the distributor 
for technical assistance on dilution ratios.

“ An Economical Multi Purpose Quick Break Degreaser 
for removing Grease and Grime on Motors, Machinery, 
Workshop Floors and General Plant Maintenance.”

suitability 
•  Please note this product is not suitable for aluminium and alloys
•  Try our RED ROAR  cleaner which is a suitable replacement in these applications

Brought to you byEXIT GREASE

casing spider

EXIT GREASE



tyre cleaning
This application was Red Dust/Dirt that was 
embedded into the tyres over a long period of 
time, Exit Grease made light work of bringing 
back these tyres to looking like new.
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workshop floor 
cleaning

oilfield              
and mining 
equipment     
and machinery
Below pictures show the before and after 
of 7” Production Tubing that had Exit 
Grease applied to the connections of each 
joint. Contact time was 10 minutes and 
then high pressure washed off, all traces 
of the dope were removed leaving a clean 
connection for 3rd party inspection.

EXIT GREASE

 Apply Exit Grease as received either by Low Volume 
Low Pressure Spray or Hydro Foamer system and leave 
in contact with surface for 5- 10 Minutes. Assist the 
process with manual scrubbing if necessary and rinse 
with high pressure water (preferably hot for best results)

Workshop floors stained for years are no match 
for Exit Grease, the picture below was taken from a 
workshop floor that was a continuing problem for 
our client before they started using Exit Grease.



One half of an Oilfield Services Casing 
Elevator/Spider which has been 
disassembled and ready for cleaning, 
typically these units come back to town 
covered in grease, thread compound, 
drilling based muds and brine.

A light spray application of Exit Grease 
followed by contact time of 10 minutes and 
then high pressure washed, brought the 
elevator back clean and ready for service 
and maintenance. Exit Grease proved to be 
more efficient and produced a quicker and 
superior result to the chemical that was 
used onsite, saving considerable manpower 
costs and less chemical usage.

underground 
mining vehicle

casing spider

A demonstration was provided on EXIT GREASE 
and as you can see it has proven very successful 
from the pictures to the right.

contact us
    info@addfuel.com.au
    +61 8 9245 2240

addfuel.com.au
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Before and After pictures of an underground 
Mining Vehicle that was in for repair. This 
machine was baked with Grease, Grime and 
Red Dirt and the client had been having trouble 
cleaning their machinery and still staying inside 
the Environmental footprint.

EXIT GREASE


